PREFACE
Firstly, all praises to be Allah, the Lord of the world who has helped
the committee or editorial team to complete this proceeding. Without His
blessings all these things will not happen. Furthermore, peace and
blessing be upon the Messenger of Allah, Muhammad who has inspired
most of people to promote ameaningful life. The proceeding of 2nd
International Conference on the Teaching of English and Literature (2nd
ICOTEL) can be finished on time.
Secondly, the theme of the proceeding is “Engaging Students in
Active Online Teaching and Learning”. There International keynote
speakers from Malaysia, Thailand, and Indonesia contributed in the
conference and proceeding. This proceeding involves papers from
experts, lectures, teachers and postgraduate students and other interested
profesional from Indonesia. The articles are about English teaching,
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useful for many people, especially for education field. Besides, it can be
reference for researcher to conduct the new research on English
education.
The last, the committee of the international conference would like to
forgive if there are several mistakes existed in the proceeding. It is
because nobody perfect in the world. However, the committee still
receives critics and suggestions for the proceeding, thus, the next
proceeding can be better.
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Teaching English through Romeo and Juliet
Stevani Likasari Tarigan
University of Bengkulu
Stevani.tarigan01@gmail.com
Abstract
Teaching languages, especially teaching English subjects using literary works, is not something that is
foreign to hear, but there are many problems faced. In other words, the teacher looks for teaching
materials and methods that can arouse students in teaching English. The ultimate goal in learning
language learning skills by using literary works is to be effective in learning English. Therefore,
literary works can make students express all their ideas or abilities to explore competency skills so
that they are easy to understand. After reading a novel with the title Romeo and Juliet whose author is
William Shakespeare, the author finds that there are cultural values that can be used in learning
English. Therefore, the author wishes to provide more lessons related to cultural values in Romeo and
Juliet novels that can be used in learning English and language that can be implemented in these
cultural values. This research is expected to be used as a motivation or basic reference in learning
English to students, especially literary works, namely novels or dramas. This research is descriptive
research. The data used are cultural elements contained in the novel Romeo and Juliet and the source
of the data is by William Shakespeare with the title Romeo and Juliet. Data collection technique is
documentation through cultural content analysis. The cultural values found in the novel are the
situation of geographical location, customs, religion, and the last is the teachings or values of society.
The results show that basically the cultural values in the novel can be used by teachers such as
teaching vocabulary, geographical location, religion and covering four aspects of English speaking,
reading, and writing skills. Text genres in teaching language skills can be in the form of descriptive
and procedural texts (customs related to working hours and ways of worshiping God and ways of
socializing) and procedural texts (customs of preparing food). There is also something that can be
used to regulate culture, it can also be by understanding social values in society such as speech acts to
older people, how to eat, how to move your body, how to meet new people.
Keywords: Language, Language Skills, Literature, Rome and Juliet
Introduction,
Teaching English using literature is not a new thing for students to hear. For something early
in learning or among learners, it may sound a little too foreign to be brought as material in the lesson
plan. Literary works are initiated or brought into learning during the twentieth period (Khatib,
Hosseni and Rahmini, 2012, 32). For about that time, literary works were used to understand what
was contained in the ideas expressed by writers. At that time, the material presented was known as
sentence grammar which Duff and Maley had understood in Llach (2007, 9) revealing the grammar of
understanding material and technique in other words as a review or literary idea that was used as
English learning material.
Previoulsy, literary writings were deemed to include antiquated language that had no place in
audiolingualism, since linguists believed speech to bet he most important medium (Riverol, 1991, 65).
Because audiolingualism concetrates on voice there was no roo, for literary text even in
audilingualism competence. With the rise of structural approaches to language and the popularity of
direct and indirect communication. In language classess, the audiolingual approach was no longer
used (Khatib, Hosseini, Rahmini, 2012, p. 32). The literary text is then forgotten because it was only
created for the sake of representation of and old custom. Furthermore it is forgotten becaue the
majority of language education methods following. Methods of grammar translation are bas eon
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communicative approach and literatuure does not serve as a means of communication or real
examples of the language (Llach. 2007,9).
Howerver, in the 1980s, there was a shift toward using literature to teach English. However,
in the middle of the 1980s, there was a resurgence of interest in literature as a teaching resource and
continues to this day (Khatib, Hosseini and Rahmini, 2012, 32). One of the reasons behind this is that
the appearance of a language education tehnique that emphasizes on communication skills is one
examples of this change strategy that encourages the use of genuine language.
In expansion, Sanz and Fernandez in (Llach 2007, 9) notices usually in consonance with the
modern streams inside the communicative approach that see in perusing writing the perfect realization
of their standards, to be spesific creating communicative competence that’s teaching learners to
communicate within the moment dialect and book keeping for genuine life authentic communicative
circumstance. It implies that the intrigued in writing as a dialect educating material sources is in
consonance with the modern patterns of communicatuve approach that centers on developing
communicative competence inside an true communicative circumtance. Tukker (1991, 299) includes
that the so called “Communicative Dialect Teaching” which is exceptionally popular nowadys, gives
credit to the utilize of the “authentic language” because i tis utilized in a genuine life context
whenever conceivable. Writing itself is one of bona fide dialect fabric other than cartoon
advertisement, article from magazine and daily paper.
It is said already that writing can advance dialect learning. Abraham (79, 2010) states that
“learning writing not as it were makes strides the fundamental expertise like perusing, composing,
tuning in and talking but moreover other dialect regions like lexicon, language structure, and
pronunciation”. Aghagolzadeh and Tajabadi (2012, 208) composes that a few researcher (Strict, 1991;
Belcher & Hirvela, 2000; Erkaya, 2005; Van, 2009) accepts that “literature can give a medium
through which these needs can be tended to and writing can progress dialect skills”. Writing has an
critical portion to instruct four dialect aptitudes such as perusing, composing, tuning in, and speaking.
Besides, writing can moreover be utilized to instruct other dialect components or regions such as
vocabulary, grammar, and pronunciation. However, when utilizing writing within the dialect
classroom, skills should not be instructed in segregation but coordinates way.
Povey in Tukker (1991, 303) contends that “literature will increment all dialect ability
because literature will amplify etymological knowledge”. Writing comprises of dialect improvement
that facilitates the learners to think about the dialect particularly its aptitudes. Obediat in Abraham
(2010, 80) notices that writing can offer assistance the learners in numerous ways managing with
learning language, especially English. It makes a difference the learners to procure English
competence like a local does, and convey their thought in great English. Writing can too offer
assistance them to consider the highlights of modern English as well as how the English etymological
framework can be utilized to communicate. The learners will moreover know how informal
expressions are utilized. They can moreover learn how to talk clearly, precisely, and concisely that
can make them gotten to be more capable in English. Besides, literature can make the understudies
think imaginatively, fundamentally, and systematically.
Berardo in Aghagolzadeh and Tajabadi (2012, 208) accepts that scholarly which becomes one
of true dialect fabric can offer assistance the learners to extend their dialect skill, especially perusing.
It is due to perusing inclusion on educating dialect with writing in the class room. Writing can be a
inspiration for the understudies to examined in English. Perusing activity is considered as the
interaction between content and perusers so the perusers must be willing and motivated to perused the
scholarly content so in this way the writing can be considered as the tool to deliver the learners
inspiration to examined (Khatib, Hosseini and Rahmini, 2012, 33). Collie and Slater in Abraham
(2010,81) recommends that “ include new energy into instructing of writing by stimulating students’
wants to examined and empowering their response”. Perusing writing gives influences on the
18
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learners’ perusing capability. Great perusing capability ordinarily can bring the learners to the
accomplishment in scholarly and word related goa (Khatib, Hosseini and Rahmini, 33, 2012, 33).
Educating writing includes a few perusing exercises such as pre-reading errand, interactive
work on the content, and takes after up exercises. Perusing writing educating can be coordinates with
the educating of lexicon particularly in a few exercises such as anticipating, crevice filling, creative
writing, part playing (Abraham, 2010, 81). Hismanoglu says that perusing lesson starts at the literal
level comprising coordinate questions from the content that can be replied by particular reference to
the content.
Research Methodology,
This inquire about has a place to a graphic investigate. This investigate watches the social
components found in Romeo and Juliet that can be brought to instruct dialect within the course. The
source of information is William Shakespeare novel names Romeo and Juliet. The data of the
investigate is the social components found within the novel. The strategy of collecting information is
documentation. At that point the information found is analyzed utilizing substance examination.
Findings and Discussion
Findings
Based on the past investigate held by the journalists, there are a few social components found
in the novel romeo and juliet within the William Shakespeare. Alina, (2016, 46) shows that the social
components found in romance within the war are (1) Social values: Please help even though different
beliefs (religion),(2) Cultural values: wear mourning clothes when someone dies, behave politely to
guests at banquets as well as possible (3) Religious values: Obedience to God, respect for the priest,
every incident always remembers God (4) Moral values: To get what you want requires sacrifice and
struggle.. Those components are great sufficient to be utilized as materials for educating English
within the class. They can be utilized for instructing dialect abilities as well as other dialect ranges
such as grammar, pronunciation, and lexicon. Here, the journalists propose what can be instructed
with the novel romeo and Juliet.
Discussion
Geographical Situation
The setting of the novel is in small city called Verona is a provincial city, in the Veneto region
in northern Italy. The social components having a place to the geological circumstance are amazing,
creature, and season. Romeo and Juliet's novel tells the story that in ancient times there were two
nobles who were both respected. They were sheltered by luck more than others, endowed with
prosperity, came from honorable descendants, liked common people, loved what the prince liked.
happy when fate put them at odds with each other. They have equal power and are respected by the
whole population. One of the nobles was named Capulet, and the other nobleman was named
Montague. Their equal position gave rise to cloudy colors, strengthened the roots of revenge and
malice, gave rise to black hatred and strife. The two nobles had children where the Capulet nobles had
a beautiful daughter named Juliet and the Montague nobles had a son named Romeo and unwittingly
Romeo and Juliet fell in love. Juliet also had time to ask why Romeo came from the Montague family
not from the family. Capulet. But hurry, this name business is gone without a trace, because love has
chosen their own name. Love has given them the name of beauty and sincerity. The sincerity of
Romeo and Juliet's love is considered by those whose souls are dry and far from love as disobedience,
a movement of resistance carried out by terrorists. Those who do not understand love will think that
love can be limited by their origins or descendants in this story represented by the citizens of Capulet,
basically want to subjugate love in the prison prison of tradition that they built and proud of.
Tradition
19
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Alina, (2016, 46) notices that the conventions found in romeo and juliet within the bargain
with supper convention (dinner time, nourishment and refreshment, how to cook meal),clothing
convention, conventional restorative treatment, chasing, needle work, and sugar snow. Meal time
comprises of breakfast, supper, and dinner. There are a few names for meat such as venison (meat
from deer), pork (meat from pig). Indeed for pork which gets to be the foremost favorite meat there,
its meat is still classified into a few sorts such as ham, shoulders, side meat, save ribs, and, paunch.
Besides there are numerous items made from pork such as headcheese, wiener, fat, and splitting.
Pastor Laurence is the pastor and caretaker of the church of St. Franchis has high knowledge,
a lot of experience, wise advice for all problems, and is respected by everyone. Father Laurence was
friendly with everyone in Verona but he paid more attention to Romeo. Romeo inherited the wise
nature of Pastor Laurence who always sought advice from him when he was in trouble. Romeo also
told his heartbreak with tears in his eyes and begged for his pure purpose with Juliet to get married.
The old priest looked doubtful and advised Romeo wisely to curb his desires and asked Romeo to
wait. With the help of her trusted servant, Juliet's whole plan has been discovered by Juliet.
The long awaited day arrived, Juliet went to church with her nanny wearing a mourning dress,
her mother did not suspect that she had entrusted everything to the nanny. Though worried, Juliet
didn't show it. Romeo had come first, when they were ready they made a solemn vow. In the evening
Romeo climbs up Juliet's room on a rope ladder which Juliet's nanny has taken at his behest after her
wedding. Then spend the night with Juliet and now their marriage is complete.
Belief
Conviction found in this novel is classified into romance and life. Indeed, after finding love,
Romeo had the courage to defy tradition, break through taboo myths, and even become a pioneer of
the anti-discrimination and anti-violence movement. He placed human values higher than just origin
or descent, primordialism and the like. In the name of love, Romeo is willing to be exiled. Also in the
name of love, Romeo is steadfast in being considered a terrorist by the Capulet family. He does not
budge and even continues to fight for what is believed to be the truth, love. Matchmaking, life and
death are God's secrets. Love is a gift from God that gives happiness to everyone in it. Because of that
to get love requires sacrifice and struggle. But actually everything has rules, rules are made for good.
If the great sacrifice that is being made is for greater happiness why not do it. So, if love is to be
fought for, don't break the rules. Remember, human love is not as eternal as God's love. And
selfishness causes nothing but evil.
Social Values
There are a few social values found within the novel such as talking way, eating way, meeting
individuals way. Those conduct can be utilized to instruct Cross Culture Understanding. They can be
utilized as themes for a dialog by comparing those manners to those within the students’ culture. This
will be a great fabric for educating talking and composing. The instructor may inquire the students to
create a comparative composition. A dispute will not solve the problem, it will even cause new
problems. Therefore, solve the problem with a cool head. As humans, in living our lives we must first
think about the actions we will do so that later it can be useful for ourselves and others.
Conclusion and Suggestion
As the time goes on, the dialect instructors particularly English ought to be able to discover an
curiously method to educate English. One of the options is educating English through writing such as
novel, lyric, or show. As one of children writing, romance within the battle written by William
Shakespeare More out of control employments a basic dialect so it is simple to get it. Other than, there
are several social components that can be used to instruct English within the classroom. They can be
utilized to teach dialect aptitudes such as tuning in, talking, perusing, and composing as well as other
languages areas such as lexicon and elocution. Other than, it can be utilized to instruct culture too.
The comes about appear that the social components on the novel can be utilized as fabric for teaching
20
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vocabulary (topographical circumstance, convention), English dialect aptitudes such as listening,
speaking, perusing, and composing as well as culture. The class of the text for educating the dialect
skills can be within the frame of graphic content (convention that bargains with needle work and
conviction that deals with religion and legends) and method content (convention that bargains with).
The materials that can be utilized to instruct cross culture understanding bargains with social values
such as speaking way, and assembly individual way. In general, William Shakespeare's novel Romeo
Juliet reflects real life. The story told in the novel is very familiar with our lives, namely the problem
of love. Shakespeare is good at packing ideas with a very interesting choice of words and language
style. In literary works there are elements that build the work itself. This element can make a story
have integration. The elements in question are intrinsic elements and extrinsic elements. The values
contained in Romeo Juliet's novel include hedonic values, artistic values, sociocultural values, ethical,
moral, religious, and practical values. Every literary work must be able to give a positive influence to
the reader.
Suggestions
For learners are expected to be able to develop or learn more about literature and also learn
about the elements in literary works in order to make it easier to learn English. Teachers are expected
to be able to find or sort out literary methods and materials into English so that students are not bored
but enthusiastic and enthusiastic in learning English through literary works. For the next researchers,
it is hoped that they can make articles or references that are more interesting in terms of novels or
other literary works so that they can provide insight for every reader.
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